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Problem Statement
 There are challenges in the communication
process between higher education and
agribusiness industry professionals.
Both entities need to seeks ways to collaborate in the
determination of key employability skills necessary for
agribusiness graduates.
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Purpose
The purpose of this study was to identify the necessary
employability (soft) skills for Agribusiness graduates to be
successful in the agribusiness industry, as perceived by
agribusiness professionals
There has historically been a lack of research and studies
conducted to identify just what employability skills characteristics a
successful graduate from an agricultural business program should
possess.
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Overarching Question

Research Sub-Questions

 What are agribusiness
industry employers’
perceptions of the skills
needed by today’s
graduates to be successful
in agribusiness?

1. What is the level of importance of key
employability skills from the perspective of
agribusiness industry employers and
professionals?

2. What specific additional skills are today’s
agribusiness industry professionals seeking
in qualified agribusiness graduates?
3. What are recent entry-level agribusiness
graduates’ perceptions of the skills
needed to succeed in their jobs?
4. What are the experiences and challenges
of recent entry-level agribusiness
graduates with respect to maintaining
employment within the California
agribusiness sector?
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Employability Defined:
 An individual’s assets: comprised of their knowledge, skills and
attitudes,
 An individual’s deployment: a linked set of abilities including
career management skills (self-awareness, decision-making, etc.),
job search skills and the ability to adapt to changes within the
labor market,
 An individual’s presentation: the ability to demonstrate assets and
abilities in order to successfully convey employability and suitability
for a position, and
 An individual’s personal and external circumstances such as
familial responsibilities and macro-economic environments that
may inhibit successful acquisition of employment. (Hillage &
Pollard, 1998, pp. 1-2)
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 Review of Relevant Literature
 Employability Skills – Soft Skills Believed to Lead to Success

Theoretical Frameworks Informing Models of Perceived
Employability
Employer Perceptions of Graduates
Employer-Institutional Interaction

Undergraduate Readiness to Enter Workforce
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NACE: National Association of Colleges and
Employers
(2015) Report of Key Graduate
Competencies
 Critical Thinking/Problem Solving

 Oral/Written Communication
 Teamwork/Collaboration

 Information Technology Application
 Leadership
 Professionalism/Work Ethic
 Career Management (p. 1)
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Frameworks

Continuous
and
Lifelong
Learning

Human
Capital

Graduate
Employability

Personal
Capital

Skills in a
KBE
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Human Capital
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Personal Capital
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Models of Employability
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Methodology  Embedded Mixed Method
 Quantitative
 Survey professionals and employers within the
agribusiness industry.

 Qualitative
 Conduct Focus Group Interviews with recent
agribusiness graduates
 6 months to 2 years experience in agribusiness industry
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Survey Population
 104 completed responses = 20% response rate
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Employability Constructs as Modified by Garton (2006 from Evers, Rush and Berdrow (1996))
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Quantitative Data Collection
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Research Findings for Question One
1.

What is the level of importance of key employability skills from the
perspective of agribusiness industry employers and professionals?

Table 7
Employers' Perceptions of the Importance of Employability Skills (n = 104)
Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Employability Skill
Listening attentively
Adapting to situations of change
Functioning well in stressful situations
Maintaining a positive attitude
Meeting deadlines
Conveying information one-to-one
Using proper grammar, spelling, and punctuation
Allocating time efficiently
Working well with fellow employees
Setting priorities

M
3.89
3.84
3.81
3.80
3.79
3.77
3.77
3.76
3.76
3.75

SD
0.34
0.4
0.4
0.43
0.48
0.47
0.51
0.45
0.43
0.5
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Research Findings for Question Two
2. What specific additional skills are today’s agribusiness
industry professionals seeking in qualified agribusiness
graduates?
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Research Findings for Question Two
2. What specific additional skills are today’s agribusiness industry
professionals seeking in qualified agribusiness graduates?

The four skills that emerged most fully were:
 Motivation
 Adaptability
 Self - Discipline

 Willingness to Learn
These skills are components of the term Work Ethic,
which was viewed as the overarching theme of the
responses.
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Employer Perspectives of Emergent Skills
 Motivation:
 “Maintaining a clear and definite connection to the reasons
(motivation) for doing their job. Maintaining self-passion and
motivation by staying connected to why they chose this line of work
to begin with. A desire to be connected to the reason their company
is in business, and a buy-in to the larger vision or mission of the
company. We need workers that are doing their job because that is
what they love to do, not workers that just work for a paycheck”.

 Adaptability:
 “The biggest areas in my job are being able to adapt to changing
situations and working in a team environment. A lot of success or
failure in what we do is based on those two areas”.
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Employer Perspectives of Emergent Skills
 Self-Discipline/Self-Management:
 Thinking strategically. Our current academia programs do not do a
good job of getting new business professionals to think outside the box
and critically about initiatives--the process of analyzing the situation
(internal and external), formulating strategies based on critical success
factors, and then executing those strategies.

 Willingness to Learn:
 “…a willingness to do a good job and learn to become the best you
can be…”,

 “Emotional Intelligence”,
 “Thinking outside the box”,

 “Common Sense”
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Qualitative Data Collection
Table 5
Demographics of Graduates from institution’s
ABM Program (n = 79)
Gender

Female
Graduating
f
%
Year
2014
34
69.4
25
83.3
2015
59
75.0
Total
Source: University Institutional Data

Male
f
15
5
20

%
30.6
16.7
25.0

Table 6
Demographics of ABM Graduate Participants in
Focus Groups (n = 18)

Gender
Female
Graduating
Year
2014
2015
Total

f
5
6
11

%
83.3
50.0
61.1

Male
f
1
6
7

%
16.7
50.0
38.9
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Focus Group Questions
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Research Findings for Question Three
3. What are recent entry-level agribusiness graduates’
perceptions of the skills needed to succeed in their jobs?

Work Ethic
Continuous Learning
Emotional Intelligence
Thinking Outside the Box

Best Management Practices for undergraduate
preparation
Beneficial courses and experiential learning
Suggestions for undergraduate program alignment
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Graduate Perspectives of Work Ethic
 Continuous Learning
 “This goes back to the old saying that going to college shows an employer that you can be
taught. Especially for agriculture, since it’s an old business, that’s exactly what they’re looking
for. They want someone that has the discipline to be taught…everything they know the way
they’ve been doing it” (James)

 Emotional Intelligence
 Several classes…taught me how to approach and react to different personalities. It taught me
how to work with leaders. I knew what they were looking for in me, what to say to them, how to
approach different situations, and always being proactive because managers and bosses look
for that more than technical skills. Our company, when we are looking for new employees,
always says, “You can teach them about produce, you can teach them the industry
knowledge, but you can’t teach them how to be proactive”. You can’t teach someone
integrity. (Gella)

 Thinking Outside the Box
 As a new grad, you tend to be part of a younger generation so the people that hire you are
looking for new and fresh ideas. They would like to see initiative from you. For example, maybe
you can improve a process and the daily operations, or make something more efficient.
(Francis)
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Graduate Perceptions of BMPs for
Undergraduate Success
Table 9
Courses and Experiential Learning Activities Perceived as Beneficial by ABM Graduates

Undergraduate ABM Courses

Experiential Learning Activities

Agribusiness Marketing Applications
Advertising and Promotion
Accounting for Agribusiness
Agribusiness Finance
Data Analysis for Agribusiness
Ethical Issues in Agriculture
Agricultural Leadership
Senior Feasibility Study

Group/Team Projects
Industry Project Partnerships
Speaking Presentations
Career Fairs
Internships
Field Trips
Tradeshows
Club Involvement
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Graduate Suggestions for
Undergraduate Program Alignment
Table 10
Additional Course Topics and Experiential Learning Activities Suggested by ABM
Graduates
Additional Courses/Topics
Graphic Design
Sales/Personal Selling
Negotiation

Additional Experiential Learning
Mandatory Internships
Industry Mentors
Portfolio (Hard Copy and Electronic)

Excel, MS Dynamics, Adobe Suite
Logistics/Supply Chain Management
Customer Relationship Management
Compliance/Regulation
Professional Development “Polish”
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Research Findings for Question Four
4. What are the experiences and challenges of recent entry-level
agribusiness graduates with respect to maintaining employment within
the California agribusiness sector?

Challenges faced in the agribusiness workplace
The “Hump before the Jump”
Gender gaps in agribusiness
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Graduate Perspectives on Workplace
Challenges
 The “Hump before the Jump”
Feeling underutilized

Experiencing a lack of “voice”
Lack of clear “path to promotion” within organization

Organizational unwillingness to entertain graduates’ ideas for
change and innovation (old vs. new)
 Honestly, that’s very important because part of the thing that gets us invested in the
position is if we can actually contribute to it. Most of my bosses are twice my age. They
are all the end of the baby-boomers so they have a very fixed set of viewpoints on how
the world should work. We grew up in the current economy….We have different
viewpoints on how the world is working now. And honestly, we could contribute and help
shape the future of our companies, but until they actually start listening to us, we’ll
continue to feel marginalized which leads to the hump which causes us to jump which
causes all the rumors that we’re lazy, and we don’t want to work. (Jack)
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Gender Gaps in Agribusiness

Source: AgCareers.com, 2016
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Graduate Perspectives on Workplace
Challenges
 Gender Gaps in agribusiness
 I’d talk to male customers, and they’d be surprised that I know so
much about the industry…It’s just the fact that I’m a woman that they
don’t take me seriously. It’s been a lot of work, and it’s been a struggle
definitely in marketing and sales, but it’s a work in progress. (Victoria)
 Half of our sales reps are men, and half are women. Our women
actually have higher sales. Yet, the men are the ones who have higher
titles and the higher salaries. So, it is interesting because yes, the
females are very charismatic. They’re great at what they do, and they
probably do get some of those extra sales, yet, in our company, the
men are all given separate titles, and they have higher paying salaries.
But the women are the ones out there, actually hustling it. (Bridget)
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Implications for Undergraduate Programs
 Employers, Educators and Graduate Collaboration on Skill Development

 Experiential Learning as the Key to Skill Development and Lifelong Learners
 Graduate Narratives of Employability Need to be Heard
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Continuous Learning
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Models of Employability
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Recommendations
Recommendations for Undergraduate Programs in
Agribusiness
Realign curriculum for inclusion of additional support courses

Embed key employability skills across all courses
Continue to utilize experiential learning
Update academic advising program to include career
counseling
Require mandatory internships
Create ABM Capstone course
Establish ABM Advisory board.

Create ABM mentor program
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Recommendations
 Recommendations for Agribusiness Industry Professionals and
Employers
 Participate in advisory boards and maintain connection with higher
education.
 Create internship programs with higher education
 Become more involved in recruiting
 Assess training practices within organizations
 Create career pathways for new hires

 Recommendations for Agribusiness Students and Graduates
 Utilize academic advising all throughout undergraduate career
 Get involved. Whether through clubs, field trips or internships, students must
take a proactive approach to seeking opportunities within their desired
career path
 As graduates, stay connected
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Recommendations for Future Research
 Curriculum model research – ascertain best practices and approaches for instructional
design, delivery and assessment.

 Research of current students – determine their perceptions of employability skills needed, as
well as self-perceived competence of those skills.
 In-depth qualitative research of employer perspectives – acquire the narrative of
expectations and experiences of agribusiness employers with regards to entry level
graduates and employability skills.

 Research into disconnects between graduate and employer expectations of entry level jobs
should be pursued. What are employer perceptions and beliefs regarding why graduates
make the “jump”?
 Graduate narratives – specifically seeking to describe graduate encounters with job
obstacles they considered a “hump” in order to determine the root causes of the “jump”.
 Gender gap in agribusiness
 Further research can include studies on the hiring and promotion trends within agribusiness. In
addition, studies analyzing the perspectives of females working throughout the agribusiness sector
should be completed to ascertain what, if any, gender biases exist and how best to diminish them.
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Closing
 Both the employer and graduate perspectives are invaluable
to the alignment of undergraduate curricular programs in order
to better prepare future agribusiness graduates for the realities
of work. In order to produce the highest quality value-added
graduates, the mechanism of higher education must
collaborate with the raw inputs (graduates) and end
consumers (employers) to ensure the process (learning) is
operating at its optimal efficiency, guaranteeing fruitful returns
for all shareholders

 The only man who is educated is the man who has learned
how to learn…how to adapt and change.
 Carl Rogers
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QUESTIONS?
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